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Strut Bridal Salon Launches J Bond Wedding Jewelry Collection

Strut bridal salon, the southwest's only store specializing in plus size wedding dresses, announces a trunk
show and launch of the J Bond Wedding Jewelry Collection by local artist Stephanie Bond.

Oct. 26, 2010 - PRLog -- Strut bridal salon today announced the launch of a new collection of jewelry from
local artist Stephanie Bond. J Bond Wedding Jewelry Collection is only available at Strut, the southwest’s
only store specializing in plus size wedding dresses.

J. Bond Jewelry features the highest quality Swarovski crystals, pearls, and silver accent pieces. Bond’s
jewelry is unique in that the clasps are magnetic, which eliminates the struggle to put on necklaces and
bracelets. The J Bond Wedding Jewelry Collection will be featured at a trunk show at Strut on Saturday,
November 6th, from 11am-4pm.

“I’m so excited to expand into a bridal collection and showcase my necklaces, earrings, bracelets and more
at this trunk show. I’ll be bringing a huge selection of wedding jewelry sets, but I’ll also be able to work
one on one with brides, mothers of the bride, and bridesmaids to create custom pieces that work for the
wedding day, “ stated Bond.

In addition to browsing the new collection and placing orders for custom jewelry, customers can bring in
their own jewelry so that Stephanie can change traditional clasps to the easier to use magnetic closures for
just $5 per piece of jewelry.

“We’re thrilled to add the J. Bond Wedding Jewelry Collection to the accessory mix we currently carry.
Stephanie’s pieces are so reasonably priced, with earrings starting at just $16, that today’s cost-conscious
brides can easily find pieces to round out their wedding day look,” said Ann Campeau, co-owner of Strut.
“We specialize in plus size wedding dresses, so we were thrilled to find a local artist who creates pieces to
complement curvy brides as well has the flexibility to lengthen necklaces and create personalized jewelry
for a better fit.”

The public is invited to attend the launch event trunk show on November 6th with no appointment
necessary.

About Strut bridal salon

Opened in 2010, Strut is the only bridal salon in the southwest specializing in the underserved market of
brides size 12+. Although open only eight months, Strut has become the nation’s leading plus size wedding
dress store with brides flying in from all over the country to shop their selection of wedding gowns. For
more information, visit http://www.strutbridalsalon.com 
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Strut bridal salon is the southwest's only wedding dress store specializing in brides size 12+, with sample
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gowns in sizes 16-32.

--- End ---
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